“For those who have God in their
heart...who have the passion and
the ability to participate in the
creation of a new nation - this is
the path to take”

David Ben Gurion,
Sde-Boker (1955)

Mission
The Israel Leadership Institute identifוes, recruits, trains, mentors
and nurtures the future generation of Israeli leaders. The
Institute also bears responsibility for the complete integration of
its graduat es in the Israeli l eade rs hi p mosai c: local
and municipal; public and political; economic and social.

Leadership,
It’s not a title. It’s a behavior. We live it.

Israel today: the challenges
Major security threats to security, and unstable neighboring countries.
Electoral and political system in critical need of reform.
Leadership crisis and growing social disputes.

Thinking Leadership
Strong starting point.
the mission.
Developing methodology.
Creating curriculum.
Unique location.
Compatible faculty.
Why the ILI?

Thinking Leadership
Leadership remains one of the most challenging goals for the Israeli
nation today. While the State is increasingly identified with innovation,
initiative and creative thinking, there is a growing need to invest in the
development and training of future generations of leaders in Israel – in
order to meet the numerous challenges this small nation faces.

Thinking Leadership
The mission of the Israel leadership Institute (ILI):
Identify, recruit, train and equip the best potential young Leaders in Israel.
Develop an updated leadership standard for Israel: guided by Biblical,
Zionist and Democratic values, inspired by excellence.
Follow up with, mentor and integrate the graduates into the Israeli
leadership mosaic.

Thinking Leadership
The location: Sderot, on the Israel-Gaza border:
A symbol of Zionism and heroism; of commitment and courage; of integrity and morals.

Thinking Leadership
A unique methodology emerges…While introducing the newest state of the art
leadership methods, and applied techniques of dealing with the ongoing changes in the
globalized world from an Israeli perspective, the ILI introduces a unique understanding of
leadership in the course of intellectual and practical experiences.
Based on a unique methodology developed exclusively by the ILI experts, the training
method is based on the Multi-Facet Approach which identifies two main dimensions:
The Self-concept of the leader · Leadership Tools.
At the ILI, developing the leader's mental self-definition (self-concept) is imperative to
acquiring the requisite skills and tools a leader must have to ensure an excellent
performance.

Thinking Leadership
Training program core-curriculum:
Sources of Inspiration for leaders.
The creation of a leader’s Vision.
The art of Speech.
Decision-making expertise.
Leadership in times of emergency.
Leadership and management skills.
The Essence of Entrepreneurship.
Win the Hearts: Consolidating one’s Leadership.

Why support the ILI?
Unique, unparalleled mission.
Innovative methodology.
Located on the front lines of freedom-Sderot.
Comprehensive curriculum.
Practical training.
Only school in Israel dedicated to leadership.
Commitment to achieve visible results.

Leadership is not created overnight. Training leaders takes time
and resources - but with the right program the change is feasible.
We are devoted to our mission and invite you to join us.
t t ogether

in

shaping

Israel ’s

future

and

pro s per i t y.

sponsorship programs:
Scholarship Sponsor

Commemorative Brick

Leadership,
It’s not a title. It’s a behavior. We live it.

